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Coverage dependent molecular assembly of anthraquinone on Au(111)
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A scanning tunneling microscopy study of anthraquinone (AQ) on the Au(111) surface shows that

the molecules self-assemble into several structures depending on the local surface coverage. At high

coverages, a close-packed saturated monolayer is observed, while at low coverages, mobile surface

molecules coexist with stable chiral hexamer clusters. At intermediate coverages, a disordered 2D

porous network interlinking close-packed islands is observed in contrast to the giant honeycomb

networks observed for the same molecule on Cu(111). This difference verifies the predicted extreme

sensitivity [J. Wyrick et al., Nano Lett. 11, 2944 (2011)] of the pore network to small changes in

the surface electronic structure. Quantitative analysis of the 2D pore network reveals that the areas

of the vacancy islands are distributed log-normally. Log-normal distributions are typically associated

with the product of random variables (multiplicative noise), and we propose that the distribution of

pore sizes for AQ on Au(111) originates from random linear rate constants for molecules to either

desorb from the surface or detach from the region of a nucleated pore. Published by AIP Publishing.

https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4999623

I. INTRODUCTION

The self-assembly of atoms and molecules on metal sur-

faces is thought to be a way of efficiently fabricating nanoscale

structures and controlling interfacial properties. The past years

have seen many examples of self-assembled networks stabiliz-

ing localized nanostructure formation and acting as a template

for additional monolayer (ML) growth.1,2 Control of the self-

assembly processes could lead to very complex nanostructures.

However, the numerous and complex interactions between

adsorbates and the substrate limit the a priori design of such

detailed structures.3 Good examples of this are the DNA nucle-

obases on the Au(111) surface, where each molecule forms a

very different network due to different interaction strengths

and molecular geometry.4–7

Importantly, molecular assemblies on surfaces are not

necessarily well-ordered. For example, recent studies of man-

ganese phthalocyanine on Bi2Te3 show poor ordering,8 cyto-

sine on Au(111) shows a random pore network,4 and second

layers of diF-TES-ADT are disordered9 despite ordering in

the first layer. It is important to develop as much quantita-

tive understanding of such disordered aggregates as possible.

Furthermore, disorder at or near metal-organic interfaces may

have significant implications for the efficiency of charge injec-

tion.10,11 In addition to the practical value of quantifying

structural disorder, molecular adsorbates provide an intrigu-

ing opportunity in basic statistical physics of complex systems

to connect microscopic interactions with larger length-scale

statistical properties.
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Anthraquinone (AQ) and relatedly pentacenequinone

have been shown to make unusually large, porous, highly

regular 2D surface structures on Cu(111)12 driven microscop-

ically by a combination of weak hydrogen bonding and subtle

substrate-assisted interactions.13 The latter interactions were

found to be extremely sensitive to energetic shifts in the metal-

lic surface state due to charge transfer to the adsorbate.13 To

this end, it is of interest to characterize the behavior of AQ on

Au(111), which is very similar to Cu(111) but with small dif-

ferences in surface crystallography and surface state electronic

properties.14 These small differences allow a direct experimen-

tal test of the predicted sensitivity of pore network formation to

substrate details.13 A previous study of AQ/Au(111) showed

spatially ordered and close-packed islands interlinked by a dis-

ordered porous “chevron” network on the Au(111) surface.15

As on Cu, the pore sides are made up of AQ chains that form

due to weak hydrogen bonding between the carbonyl oxy-

gen atoms and the aromatic hydrogen atoms on neighboring

molecules.

A major motivation of the present paper is to focus atten-

tion on the origin and quantitative statistical properties of the

disordered pore network of AQ on Au(111). The fact that

a disordered, rather than an ordered, pore network is found

for AQ on Au(111) is important when contrasted with the

high order of the dramatic regular giant honeycomb pore

network observed on Cu(111).12,13 The ordering in that sys-

tem is evidently quite delicate, requiring a narrow range of

coverages. The presented observations support this by show-

ing that only modest changes in the substrate electronic

structure and processing conditions destroy long-range pore

formation and ordering.

In what follows, we present observations of several new

AQ surface assemblies on Au(111) over a range of surface
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coverages in addition to our quantitative analysis of the disor-

dered pore network. We identify a new close-packed ordered

structure of AQ on Au(111) different from observations in pre-

vious reports15 as well as stable chiral hexameric clusters at

very low coverages. A major goal is to develop some degree of

quantitative understanding of disordered molecular network

formation on surfaces. For this reason, we focus significant

attention on the disordered structures of AQ on Au(111). We

infer that the random walk motion of the vacancy islands and

random vacancy coalescence encourage disordered networks

as seen in other systems.16–18 The statistical distribution of

AQ pore sizes is found to be well fit by a log-normal func-

tion. This fact is attributed to the random multiplicative nature

of the vacancy island formation within the perspective of

vacancy attachment kinetics following a “law of proportion-

ate effect.”19,20 We hypothesize that similar generic physical

models are likely to underpin the statistical properties of other

disordered aggregates.4

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Two Au(111) substrates, a thermally deposited Au(111)

thin film on mica and a single Au(111) crystal, were used for

this study although no differences are expected or observed

between these two substrates. The substrates were cleaned

using multiple 1 h Ar+ sputtering and 700 K annealing cycles

and then confirmed to be atomically clean by scanning tunnel-

ing microscopy (STM) imaging before molecule deposition.

Imaging was conducted in constant-current mode using tung-

sten tips, and image calibration was accomplished using the

known dimensions of the herringbone reconstruction.9 The

substrates were prepared in UHV, with a base pressure of

∼3 × 10 11 Torr, housing a commercial variable-temperature

STM, Omicron VT-XA, connected by a gate valve to a sepa-

rate organic deposition chamber. AQ was loaded as received

(Sigma-Aldrich) into a glass ampoule sealed to a high-vacuum

flange differentially pumped (to ∼5 × 10 7 Torr) behind a

gate valve separating it from the deposition chamber. Several

layers of AQ molecules were deposited in the organic depo-

sition chamber (base pressure 5 × 10 8 Torr) by heating the

powder in the ampoule using an external heating tape and open-

ing the gate valve. Typical temperatures of the ampoule were

∼350 K, and the organic deposition chamber rose to∼2× 10 6

Torr during deposition, dominantly due to the anthraquinone

vapor. This dosing procedure and chamber setup has been used

in the past to adsorb small molecules in highly ordered phases

onto the reactive Cu(110) surface.21 The substrates were held

at room temperature during a short (∼10 s) deposition and

then annealed to ∼400 K for 30 min to desorb AQ molecules

from multilayers. After creating monolayer coverages by

desorption, the samples were cooled to ∼130 K for STM

imaging.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. High density: Brickwork ordered structure

The close-packed structure of AQ on Au(111) on mica

at a coverage approaching a ML can be seen in Fig. 1(a) and

the close up can be seen in Fig. 1(b). The well-known her-

ringbone reconstruction of Au(111) is evident through the

molecular layer of Fig. 1(a). Individual AQ molecules can

be resolved in this close-packed ML and are seen to self-

assemble into a brickwork pattern illustrated in Fig. 1(b),

as is common in related molecular systems of benzene,22,23

naphthalene and anthracene,23 and pentacene.24 The close-

packed lattice constants are measured to be a = 1.08 nm,

b = 1.34 nm, and γ = 85.9◦, which are similar to the related

ML system of 6,13-dichloropentacene on Au(788).25 The cor-

responding molecular density of 1.38 molecules/nm2 defines

what we consider the saturated ML in the AQ/Au(111) adsorp-

tion system. Kim et al. reported anthraquinone close-packed

structures with distinct packing structures.15 They primarily

observed a square close-packed structure with a molecular

density of 1.10 molecules/nm2 after they dosed at 150 K.

When the sample was annealed to room temperature, the dom-

inant structure shifted to a chevron structure with density

1.34 molecules/nm2. The ML presented here was obtained

by depositing more than a ML and then lightly anneal-

ing to desorb excess molecules, leaving behind the brick-

work structure observed. As the annealing temperature is

increased, the molecular-bond density also increases, and the

ML becomes more stable due to more molecular bonds per unit

cell.

The visible herringbone reconstruction indicates that the

soliton walls do not interfere with the formation of the brick-

work close-packing. In Fig. 1(a), it can be seen that there

are regions of disorder coexisting with the ordered brickwork

regions. These disordered regions are due to a lower local

molecule density and high molecular mobility on the Au(111)

surface. Thus, the molecules do not lock into a brickwork pat-

tern at this local coverage but rather adopt different in-plane

orientations and adsorption locations. While not modifying the

crystallization of the brickwork structure at high local cover-

ages, the Au(111) herringbone soliton walls become relevant in

the sub-ML regime as they apparently act to bound the regions

of order and disorder.

FIG. 1. (a) An (80 nm)2 STM image of AQ deposited

onto a cleaned Au(111) on the mica substrate. V = +0.5 V,

I = 20 pA, and scale bar is 20 nm. (b) A (12× 6) nm2 close

up of the AQ monolayer with an overlaid illustration of

the suggested molecular structure observed for the close

packed structure. Scale bar is 5 nm. Lattice constants are

measured to be a = 1.08 nm, b = 1.34 nm, and γ = 85.9◦.

Images were taken at V = +0.5 V, I = 20 pA.
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FIG. 2. (a) An (80 nm)2 STM image of a low-density AQ gas being bound by Au(111) soliton walls. (b) A (20.2 nm)2 STM image of the nanostructures

that forms within herringbone domains with an enlarged, (6.54 nm)2 STM image of the chiral structure. Also, molecular arrangements of the left-handed and

right-handed dimer pairs, with the dotted lines representing weak hydrogen bonding. Three pairs of left-handed or right-handed dimers give rise to a pinwheel

structure that maintains the chirality, as observed in Fig. 1(b). Images (a) and (b) were taken with a tip bias of +0.5 V and tunneling current I = 20 pA.

B. Low-density: Stable chiral hexamers

An (80 nm)2 STM image of AQ on the Au(111) film on

mica is shown in Fig. 2(a). At low coverages of AQ molecules,

a low density molecular gas bound by the soliton walls of the

herringbone reconstruction is observed. The blurred nature of

the large regions of the STM images in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)

indicate that the AQ molecules are mobile on the surface at

this temperature. This agrees with other reports for compara-

ble systems of small molecule adsorbates with relatively weak

intermolecular interactions.26,27 However, since the soliton

walls constrain molecular motion, AQ molecules can collect

at higher local densities within the larger fcc domains of the

Au(111) surface. At these locations, stable disordered islands

and pinwheel structures are observed to form randomly, as

seen in Fig. 2(b).

The observed pinwheel structure is formed by three dimer

pairs bound together with three-fold symmetry. The outer

sides measure (1.9 ± 0.1) nm with a (60 ± 2)◦ angle between

sides. The spacing between AQ molecules in each dimer mea-

sures (0.81 ± 0.02) nm, as indicated in the zoomed-in portion

of Fig. 2(b) by the double-headed arrow. Hydrogen bonding

between the central-ring oxygen atoms and the hydrogen ter-

mination likely drive structure formation at this density, as has

been seen in other systems.28 These regularly shaped pinwheel

structures are observed to have two chiral conformations, due

to the constituent dimer pairs also being chiral, as seen in Fig.

2(b). There is no apparent chirality preference: both clock-

wise and counterclockwise pinwheels occur with comparable

probability on large substrates in our observations.

Chiral hexamers of AQ on Au(111) join the ranks of

several known stable molecular surface clusters that occur at

low average surface density. For example, nitro-naphthalene

forms a racemic surface mixture of stable decamer clusters

on Au(111).29 Rubrene makes a range of stable clusters on

Au(111) from dimers up to aggregates of pentamers30 and large

chiral aggregates.31 Carbon monoxide adsorbates on Au(111)

can be found forming a similar range of stable clusters at very

low temperatures.32 The prevalence of stable supramolecular

clusters in this diverse class of adsorbates is significant since

it could provide approaches to creating structural diversity in

assemblies. If cluster precursors can be stabilized by assem-

bly conditions such as temperature and surface coverage, then

structural properties of clusters might propagate in a controlled

fashion across length scales.

C. Intermediate coverage: Disordered pore network

At ∼0.65 ML surface coverage, disordered islands are

observed with an amorphous pore network linking neighboring

islands, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Close examination reveals

that the sides of the pores are formed from chains of AQ

molecules, similar to reports of a “chevron structure” in a pre-

vious study.15 In this section, we go beyond a simple descrip-

tion of the network by connecting its existence to scenarios

with multiple weak hydrogen bonds and predictions about the

extreme sensitivity of giant honeycombs predicted theoreti-

cally.13 In Sec. III D, we also provide a physical mechanism

that explains the quantitative pore-size distribution extracted

from our observations.

The disordered network does not have any registry with

the substrate symmetry directions, and the Au(111) herring-

bone reconstruction does not appear to have any influence,

indicating that the interaction with the substrate is weak. The

amorphous network here is more characteristic of a 2D glass-

like molecular network, similar to that seen for cytosine on

Au(111)4 or cobalt with dicarbonitrile linkers on Au(111) or

Cu(111).33

As previously mentioned, the lack of order in the inter-

mediate porous coverage regime of AQ on Au(111) is in stark

contrast with the long-range ordering seen for AQ pores on

Cu(111). Several factors can contribute to the origin of this dif-

ference including the surface electronic structure of Au(111),

the temperature of observation, trace impurities, or the desorp-

tion process used to create AQ aggregates in our work. While

we will not make a definitive statement about which of these

several factors is involved in preventing pore ordering, we will

address each in turn and argue that electronic structure effects

are the most significant.

The influence of the electronic structure of the surface

state of Au(111) is the most interesting to consider since the

related surface state of Cu(111) plays a major role in stabilizing

large AQ pores on that surface.12,13 The Shockley surface state

on Au(111) is very similar to that on Cu(111): angle-resolved

photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements give the

value of EF  E0 where E0 is the minimum of the surface-

state parabola, as 0.435 eV for Cu and 0.487 eV for Au.34

However, their effective masses differ considerably: 0.255

for Cu and 0.412 for Au, in units of free electron mass.34

(Correspondingly, the Fermi wavelength is about 2.9 nm for

Cu and 3.6 nm for Au.14,34)
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FIG. 3. (a) A (80 nm)2 STM image of AQ on Au(111) on mica displaying disordered close packed islands with linking chains. Scale bar is 20 nm. Image was

taken at tip bias +2.0 V and tunneling current I = 15 pA. (b) A histogram of the distribution of pore areas taken from 31 images with a total of 1664 counts. The

red solid line represents a log-normal distribution with fitting parameters discussed in the text. Inset of (b): An illustration of possible chain formation via the

addition of AQ molecules to an existing AQ chain. The pore area growth rate is related to the various molecular attachment (and detachment) rates rn. In the

inset of Fig. 3(b), different plausible AQ molecular attachment rates are represented schematically as different colored arrows.

Even these relatively small differences can be sufficient

to destroy the stability of the unique large pores, according

to the computational study in the work of Wyrick et al. for

AQ on Cu(111).13 They found that the very small surface-

state binding energy modification of only∼30 meV that occurs

upon adsorption of an appropriate coverage of AQ on Cu(111)

is essential to create the closed-shell pore electronic struc-

ture that stabilizes the ordered network. Even small deviations

ruin the closed-shell “pseudo-atom” structure of the pores and

destabilize the network. For a 2D free-electron gas, the number

of electrons per area is meff (EF  E0)/(π ~2). Hence, assum-

ing EF = 0 as is conventional in ARPES graphs, the ratio of

the number of electrons in a honeycomb pore for gold to that

for copper is (meff
Au/meff

Cu) |E0
Au/E0

Cu| (aAu/aCu)2. The lat-

tice constants are well known. With the ARPES values for

clean surfaces, this ratio is about 0.885. This is just a zeroth

estimate since the charge transfer between AQ and the sub-

strate produces a non-negligible shift in E0, reducing |E0
Cu|

by nearly 0.02 meV for AQ on Cu(111) at the concentra-

tion of the honeycomb; the corresponding shift on Au(111)

is unavailable without extensive ARPES measurements. (The

effective mass should also change, but only by a quarter the

energy shift.35) Evidently, AQ/Au(111) misses the stringent

conditions identified by Wyrick et al.,13 presumably due to

the different Shockley surface state properties (effective mass

and band bottom) on the two surfaces. Corrections for charge

transfer are likely to make the ratio even smaller since for

AQ/Cu it decreases |E0
Cu| (by ∼7%) while |E0

Au| would need

to increase to overcome the small value of meff
Au/meff

Cu. Alter-

nate adsorbates with enhanced charge transfer with Au(111)

could conceivably result in larger changes35 to give rise to

a similar pore electron occupation as for AQ/Cu(111), but

it would be astonishing if such adsorbates could replicate

the delicate intermolecular interactions needed to form the

chains and vertices of the honeycomb. Thus, the small elec-

tronic structure differences between Au(111) and Cu(111)

surface states are sufficient to drastically modify pore for-

mation conditions for AQ on Au(111) since they are already

larger than the differences identified by Wyrick et al.13 Indeed,

our observations suggest that there is no stable pore network

whatsoever on Au(111). Direct spectroscopic measurements of

the adsorption-induced electronic structure would be of value

in modeling the substrate-induced effects in this system. A

more extreme change would be to consider AQ adsorption on

Ag(111), which has a Shockley surface state with parabolic

minimum at only∼80 meV below the Fermi level14 and would

thus be expected to preclude ordered AQ pore networks. While

no observations of AQ assembly on Ag(111) exist to date, a

related system of TCNQ on Ag(111) shows a disordered pore

network36 that is qualitatively similar to the one found in this

work for AQ/Au(111).

It is also possible that the imaging temperature or the

desorption process used to create disordered networks shown

in Fig. 3(a) prevent ordering. One might view the network

as a thermally disordered (at 130 K) variant of the related

ordered pore network visualized at liquid helium temperatures

on Cu(111) although once formed the ordered pore network

pattern persisted up to 200 K.12 This would suggest that at

liquid helium temperatures, the AQ pore network on Au(111)

would be ordered, a hypothesis that we cannot currently test.

Alternatively, one might view the disordered network as a

structure that is kinetically trapped during the complex desorp-

tion process employed to create monolayer structures. Neither

of these contributions to the origin of disorder can be ruled

out completely, but given the connection made above to the

delicate electronic structure contributions known for AQ on

Cu(111),13 we favor assigning electronic structure differences

as the most significant factor. Also worth noting is that the AQ

network on Cu(111) only occurs in a narrow coverage regime.

At lower coverages, AQ molecules just form a long chain

across the surface,37 and at higher coverages, it is observed

that close-packed AQ islands form which are surrounded by

the hexagonal AQ network.13 This indicates that even at higher

coverages, a uniform network can form sufficiently far away

from islands where the local coverage is closer to that of the

ideal coverage for the hexagonal network. Since we do not

observe any ordering of AQ on Au(111) even far from islands,

we can be more confident that the difference in electronic
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structures is the most significant factor. In Sec. III D, we

propose a quantitative model for the observed pore size distri-

bution without reference to the surface state since it does not

play a large role in network development in the AQ on Au(111)

system.

D. Statistical distribution of pore sizes

To quantify the statistical properties of the observed pore

network, the pore detection feature of SPIP (v. 5.1.5) image

analysis software was used to measure the areas of each pore.

Filters were used in order to exclude any irregularly shaped

pores, noise, and pores cut off by the edge of the image (as

these would affect the resulting pore distribution). A total of

1664 pores from 31 images were measured, and the resulting

distribution of pore areas was observed to be well represented

by a 2-parameter (since the offset is 0) log-normal distribution

f (x),19,20,38–40

f (x) =
a
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where x is the pore area, xµ is exp (µ), and µ is the mean of

ln x. All areas are measured in the same units, in this case

nm2, thus avoiding in standard fashion38,40,41 concerns about

a dimensional argument of the logarithm; σ is the standard

deviation of ln x and a is a constant with dimensions of area

(total counts × bin size, here 1.7 nm2). The fitted histogram

can be seen in Fig. 3(b). The best-fit values of the three fit-

ting parameters are as follows: µ is 1.276 ± 0.015, σ is 0.634

± 0.009, and a, the amplitude or total pore area (since the

log-normal distribution f is normalized), is (2851 ± 81) nm2.

Thus, the characteristic pore area, xµ, is (3.58 ± 0.05) nm2

[the mean area, exp (µ + σ2/2), is 4.37 nm2]. These charac-

teristic sizes are smaller than the size of the highly regular

pore network reported on Cu(111), where pores have areas

∼9.6 nm2.13 The value exp(σ)≈ 1.9 is modestly larger than the

values ∼1.3 found for metal nanoparticles with a log-normal

size distribution and so is regarded as reasonable.39

Log-normal distributions are associated with a multiplica-

tive product of many independent random variables (becoming

apparent after just four sequential stochastic events41) and

have been observed in the size distributions of nanoparticles

and in other diverse material systems.38,39,42,43 Here, a model

is proposed to link the growth kinetics of the AQ 2D pore

network to the observed log-normal distribution and thus qual-

itatively explain the shape of the distribution of pore areas. It is

well known that two-dimensional vacancy islands can migrate

across surfaces due to thermal fluctuations.44 This occurs due

to adatoms traveling around the periphery of the vacancy

island step edge or detaching and traveling via a thermally

driven random walk to another part of the step edge.18,45,46

The complex collective motions give rise to a random walk

for the entire vacancy island across the surface.18,45,46 Further-

more, adatom islands and vacancy islands can also coalesce

into larger islands.16,17 Considering these random diffusion

and aggregation processes in the observed 2D AQ network on

Au(111), we can generate a specific phenomenological model

of the origin of the log-normal distribution.

The kinetics of pore formation is modeled phenomenolog-

ically by vacancy (or vacancy island) attachment to an existing

pore according to the “law of proportionate effect.”19,20 This

law posits that the increase in pore area from one growth step

to the next is proportional to the current area of the pore, which

in the continuum limit is simply first-order kinetics. The pore

area is required to appear in our model of the data in Fig. 3(b)

and can be justified by the fact that our experiments are in a

regime of both vacancy diffusion and direct desorption from

the surface. The mechanisms by which a pore grows during

a growth step are vacancy attachment or molecule desorption

during annealing and the coalescing of neighboring vacancy

islands facilitated by the random walk motion of the islands.

As a recursion relation, the kinetics of pore area growth can

be expressed as

Aj − Aj−1 = kjAj−1, (2)

where Aj represents the pore area at growth step j and kj is a

random rate constant describing the rate of growth at the jth

step. This leads to an area after n iterations that is given by

An = A0

∏n

j=1

(

1 + kj

)

. (3)

From this expression, where A0 is the initial increment of the

area created upon pore nucleation, it is evident that the pore

area is proportional to a product of random variables. This is

exactly the condition required to result in a log-normal statis-

tical distribution after a sufficiently long pore growth time. In

the case of AQ pores on Au(111), Eq. (3) provides a plausible

identification of the relevant multiplicative random variables

as the random attachment rate of vacancies and the subsequent

diffusion and aggregation of vacancy island clusters. The pos-

sibility that these rates can be random variables (as opposed

to fixed rate constants) is supported by the possibility of sev-

eral different weak-hydrogen bonding interaction geometries

indicated in the inset of Fig. 3(b) and by the strong possibil-

ity of complex cooperative motions within a vacancy island.

Importantly, the phenomenological model described here has

the primary goal of explaining the log-normal shape of the

distribution in a well-developed pore network where the num-

ber of increments of Eq. (3) is large. It is not a mechanistic

model of the kinetic evolution of pore geometry over time such

as those used to describe vacancy cluster evolution on metal

surfaces.44

The model encoded in Eqs. (2) and (3) describes growth

in pore area under desorption conditions where the total num-

ber of molecules on the surface is not conserved (note that this

general model could also apply to direct growth of the net-

work by deposition). Within this model, the pore size grows

with time during the desorption process, resulting in a shift

in the maximum of the log-normal distribution. Such a quan-

titative picture should be generic enough to test by applying

the same ideas to the numerous disordered porous molecular

assemblies known to date.4,36 Another important test would

be to follow the evolution of the pore-size distribution; the

results would clarify the scaling of the pore size distribution

but might be difficult to obtain in practice if the coverage

window where disordered pores exist is not large. Finally,
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we note that kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of pore net-

works would be very valuable if reasonable estimates for

relevant vacancy attachment rates could be made. These could

in principle be estimated from first-principles calculations

of the adsorption structures described here and is a wor-

thy topic of future computational research. However, this

project would face a significant challenge due to the weak

intermolecular interactions and the multiplicity of interactions

for different orientations of the AQ molecules. Furthermore,

uncertainty about the size and microscopic origin of rele-

vant barriers can lead a vast diversity of possible surface

phenomena in KMC simulations, especially when one must

make uncontrolled approximations to achieve a computation-

ally feasible model.47,48 Obtaining compelling results would

be daunting. The phenomenology embodied in Eq. (3) pro-

vides significant conceptual understanding applicable to other

systems even in the absence of more detailed microscopic

models.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we report coverage-dependent STM studies

on AQ on Au(111) aimed at clarifying the diversity of surface

structures in a system where numerous relatively weak inter-

molecular and molecule-substrate interactions can operate. We

observed a new ordered structure of AQ on Au(111) that is

different from those previously reported.15 In addition, at very

low coverages, we observed unexpected stable hexamers that

form chiral rings on the surface, seeded by the underlying

chirality of weak-hydrogen-bonded dimers. Finally, we quan-

tified the statistical properties of a disordered pore network of

AQ on Au(111) that is very different from the highly ordered

pore network seen for the same molecule on Cu(111).13 The

microscopic origin of this difference is ascribed to the differ-

ent surface state electronic structure on Au(111) compared

to Cu(111) that does not allow the delicate “closed shell”

electronic stabilization operative for AQ/Cu(111).13 In the

disordered network, the pore sizes can be described by a log-

normal statistical distribution. This particular form leads us

to suggest a quantitative phenomenological model in which a

product of random vacancy attachment rates determines the

pore size according to a first order kinetic model. We expect

that this model is generic enough to apply with small modifica-

tion to other related networks and may also provide guidance

in explaining underlying mechanisms in other physical sys-

tems involving log-normal distributions. Given the increasing

prevalence of disorder at molecular interfaces,4,9 it is impor-

tant to strengthen our quantitative statistical understanding of

complex structures such as we describe here.
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